The electric car race series is conquering new regions of Europe!
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THE EXTREME
ECOGP MONTH
The electric car race series is conquering
new regions of Europe!
In June there will be 4 premieres celebrated in
Hungaroring, Schauinsland, Hockenheimring and in Austria
at Zell am See climbing up the Grossglockner!

The standard electric car race is growing fast. In its 7th season, in June 2019,
competitions three to six will all take part.

The rules are the same as always:
"DRIVE AS MANY LAPS AS POSSIBLE WITH YOUR ELECTRIC CAR IN THE GIVEN
TIME FRAME.
But be careful, you will only get 22kW sockets for charging, like every other eco Grand
Prix competition!"

So, speeding will not lead to the best ranking … a lot of teams had to learn this last year,
when they started the first time in Germany. The competition is ranked as tourist drive,
so every normal car insurance should cover it in case you would slip out of the track
accidently – what we don’t assume at the driven speeds. Every car type is starting in its
own category, meaning every category will have its winners. Renault ZOE, BMW i3,
Nissan Leaf, Smart, … everyone will get the chance to win.

FIRST EVENT in June – the third event of Season 2019, will take place on 1.6.2018,
in Hungary
Eco Grand Prix is celebrating its premiere in Hungary, in the frame of Family Days, at the
famous Hungaroring! Actually, there is no team from Hungary registered yet, so we are
taking this opportunity to invite everyone in Hungary and the neighboring countries to
join this special event.
You will be able to drive 2 x 4,5 hours at the Hungaroring, with your own electric car,
trying to drive as many laps as possible. An event for companies and private persons
alike, supporting the idea of promoting electric cars. Beside the eco Grand Prix, Family
Days will have entertainment and we will also have a competition for children, the kids’
eco Grand Prix, where children will be able to compete with electric remote-controled
cars.

The second event will be in Germany, on 8.6.2019
Eco Grand Prix will celebrate the rebirth of the traditional Schauinsland race, but this
time full electric, following the eco Grand Prix rules. Driver and Co-driver will get the task
to drive as many laps from the Messe Freiburg FWTM – eco Grand Prix main Sponsor of
this event – through the city, uphill, along the famous Schauinsland track and back. This
challenge includes the task to do intelligent recuperating downhill, in order to reduce the
charging time. NRG Kick is supporting us and showing that best AC charging at 22kW
can be done via their NRG Kick mobile charger, with the feature to check remotely via
the app the status of your charge.

Third competition – again in Germany, will be on 15/16.6.2019
Here, eco Grand Prix joins the eTestival, a big event where you will be able to test drive
electric cars from NEXT MOVE, in parallel to the event, which is set up as a 12 hour
challenge, driving through the night, following the eco Grand Prix rules. Both German
Grand Prix in June will not count in the international point system, but in a separate eco
Grand Prix Germany cup, which will be finished with the third challenge, on 29.11.2019,
the 24h of Oschersleben.

Last but not least, the month will be closed with an event in Austria on
21/22.6.2019
IONICA invited eco Grand Prix to host the 24h challenge, driving around the beautiful
lake at Zell am See. The teams will have to drive not only as many laps as possible in
24h, but also the special challenge is that after the competition the laps will only count if
they manage to reach the Grossglockner, in a defined time frame. This competition is
free for anyone who has an electric car, another three team members and wants to have
fun. The perfect team building for companies with sustainable focus and a lot of thrill and
entertainment for everyone.

Follow us live over www.youtube.com/ecogp the day of the competition, or come to the
race track to get the feeling of the sexy electric car sound. Be part of it and like
facebook.com/ecograndprix
and
subscribe
to
the
newsletter
ecograndprix.com/newsletter in order to not miss out on anything.

All statistics about the eco Grand Prix range of the cars and other details will be sent via
Newsletters and displayed at the website www.ecograndprix.com.

We support the Fridays for Future movement and would like to take the opportunity to
invite all children and schools to join the biggest demonstration in Europe, on Friday
29.11.2019, in Oschersleben, at the Motorsport Arena. We are able to welcome 50.000
children and will have there special guests and an amazing concert. Please register your
school class if you are planning to come early, so that we can take care about the
logistics of how to transport you emission free to the location.
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